
 

Amazon expands pay-by-palm service in US
grocery stores

July 20 2023

  
 

  

The Amazon One program being extended to Whole Foods supermarkets across
the US will allow for payment via palm scan.

Customers shopping at Amazon's US-based Whole Foods grocery stores
will be able to pay for items by hovering their palm over a scanner, much
like shoppers already do with smartphones or credit cards.
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The Seattle-based online giant will extend a service that was already
available in 200 of the chain's 500-plus outlets, acquired in 2017,
according to a press release issued Thursday.

The Amazon One program is also available to third-party companies,
and in March it entered into a partnership with the American fast-food
chain Panera Bread, which has begun installing terminals in some of its
branches.

The service can also be found in several entertainment venues and
airport shops, and is also being tested in some Starbucks cafes.

To satisfy clients for whom the collection of personal data is a sensitive
issue, Amazon said any palm images recorded by the machines will be
stored in a highly secure server on the company's AWS cloud service.

Usage depends not only on the image of the palm, but also maps of the
vascular network.

As a result, a user's palm signature cannot be duplicated and the system
will know the difference between a real palm and a copy, the company
said.

Amazon said it has tested more than 1,000 silicone and 3D-printed palm
copies to ensure the terminal cannot confuse a replica with the original.

The use of palm recognition is growing, with the Airport Express Line in
Beijing now accessible using WeChat's technology.
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